Abstract
Introduction
Quadrotors are used in many applications due to their small size and being cheaper over the past years. They are used for delivery, monitoring, and photography. They are equipped with sensors like cameras, Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), and Global Positioning System (GPS) to increase their autonomy. One of the main tasks that drones are demanded to perform robustly is path following where a path is specified in terms of waypoints and the drone is required to cover all those waypoints. The waypoints are usually entered by selecting geolocations from an offline map of the area above which the drone will be flying. Figure 1 shows a top-down view of the Landscape Mountains environment in Unreal Engine in the top image, the path is drawn in blue points, the bottom image shows a success case where the path is covered by the drone during testing.
Path following is typically implemented using Global Positioning System (GPS) for localization integrated with closed-loop control using IMU. The feedback from the IMU and GPS allow the drone to move along its path with Figure 1 . Path determined in blue dots, red dot shows the starting point (top), path that is followed by the drone during testing (bottom). minimal error. However, when GPS signal is weak or not available the drone suffers from the drift problem due to the accumulative error. Reliance on GPS in this approach has many weaknesses: as mentioned GPS is a remote signal, it is not guaranteed to be received as in GPS-denied environments like indoors environments or in areas surrounded by high buildings, even when the drone is in line-of-sight with the satellite sending the signal, the information in the remote signal could be modified by some attackers which is known as GPS spoofing. Finally, being a radio signal, it is susceptible to signal interference, in practice the last issue is not a major weakness relative to GPS denied environments and GPS spoofing.
We propose using visual input for path following instead of relying on GPS for localization and IMU for control. Visual input is collected by an onboard camera on the drone, thus it mitigates all the mentioned weaknesses of GPS. Visual information was used for air navigation before the invention of GPS as there exists discriminative visual features that can be correlated with the waypoints in a path, thus a pilot can localize himself with respect to known landmarks along his path and take actions accordingly. This approach requires an offline map to extract the discriminative landmarks and pre-flight training to correlate the visual landmark with the correct action to take in order to follow the specified path. In our approach we use a CNN to extract semantic features automatically from the visual input followed by a two layer fully connected neural network to correlate those features with the correct action.
To test our approach, we used Unreal Engine 4 1 , a game engine that is used to build games and simulations. We used two environments: Blocks and Landscape Mountains, an environment is a 3D model that we use in place of the offline map. Figure 2 shows some sample images from both environments, Blocks environment contains same sized cubes that are placed above each other and each group has a different color, Landscape Mountains environment is a more complex environment containing more natural scenes of frozen lakes, trees, and mountains. We started by Blocks as it is faster in terms of frames per second and has more discriminative features based on color and shapes of each blocks group. Then we moved to Landscape Mountains to show that our approach is working in more realistic scenes. We used AirSim [1] , an Unreal plugin for the simulation of the quadrotor, it provides an API for the control of the quadrotor inside the environments besides collecting visual data for training. 
Related Work
CNNs have shown outstanding results in the problem of classification at ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Competition (ILSVRC) [2] , they are the state-of-the-art models since 2012 for this challenge. From there on, CNNs have been used in other vision tasks such as localization [3] , detection [4] , [5] , and segmentation [6] , [7] . Their performance in these tasks also outperformed traditional computer vision algorithms. Only recently, they have been used in an end-to-end manner in navigation using visual input, as in [8] where a deep CNN is used to map the input image from a front facing camera to a steering angle command, the network uses the visual input to associate straight road with a small angle and turning segments of the road with a convenient angle to keep the car in the lane.
Attaining autonomous behavior for UAVs and robots is an active research area. One direction for solving such a problem is using Reinforcement Learning (RL) to learn a policy for the control. Zhang et. al. [9] combined RL with model predictive control to train a deep neural network on obstacle avoidance when deployed on a UAV. Zho et. al. [10] proposed a RL based model that navigates in an indoor scene in order to search for a target object. Their Siamese model takes an input the image of target object and a scene observation. Chaplot et. al. [11] introduced Active Neural Localization which predicts a likelihood map for the agent location on the map and uses such information to predict its policy. The main advantage of using RL is that it doesn't need manual labeling. Imitation Learning based models represent another direction for navigation in literature where the models learn to mimic the human behavior. Ross et. al. [12] were able to produce on-board UAV model to avoid obstacles in the forest using the DAgger algorithm [13] which is one of the most used Imitation Learning algorithms. The trained model depends on differnt kind of visual features from the input images. Kelchtermans et. al. [14] used LSTM neural network and imitation learning to perform the navigation based on a sequence of input images. Some work also used direct Supervised Learning for control. Giusti et. al. [15] developed a DL based model to control a drone in order to fly over forest trails. The actions produced by the network were discrete (go right -go straight -go left). Smolyanskiy et. al. [16] used similar model for trail following and added entropy reward to stabilize the drone navigation. Bojarski et. al. [8] used a CNN to map the input image of a paved road to a steering angle of the car, the final model has successfully learnt to associate the visual input of the road with the suitable angle to keep the car in the lane. Kim et. al. [17] trained a model for specific object search in indoor environment using CNN. In order to increase the model generalization, they augmented the training data and started the training with a pretrained model.
For producing a more destination specific navigation system, there are some work for path following. Brandão et. al. [18] developed a method for line following on water banks and similar patterns using Gaussian low-pass filter followed by moving average smoothing on the received input image to control UAVs. De Mel et. al. [19] used optical flow between consecutive frames to calculate the relative position of the UAV instead of GPS. Nguyen et. al. [20] used the Funnel Lane theory and extend it to be used for controlling the drone's yaw and height using Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) corner features.
On the other hand, having a separate localization system can help the navigation to be more accurate. Karim et. al. [21] designed a global localization system by classifying the district above which the drone is flying. Wang et. al. [22] developed an end to end system for calculating the odometery using visual information. Clark et. al. [23] proposed adding inertial information from IMU to visual information from onboard camera to localize a drone in an indoor environment. Kendall et. al. [24] trained a CNN to predict the camera location and orientation directly from a single input image in outdoor scene with landmarks. Melekhov et. al. [25] calculated the relative pose from two images by fine tuning a pretrained CNN.
Proposed Approach

Methodology
Our approach uses a CNN to output the yaw angle by which the drone should rotate. We used a pretrained VGG-16 network [26] s, we removed the softmax layer and all fully connected layers as these layers are trained for the classification task in ILSVRC [2] , then we inserted a fully connected layer containing 512 hidden units followed by another fully connected layer that outputs the yaw angle acting as a regressor function. The input is normalized to have zero mean and unit standard deviation because the VGG-16 network is trained with such normalization, the weights of the convolutional layers are frozen to increase the training speed, and also we did not want the convolutional layers to extract features that are biased to the synthetic simulated environments as eventually we want to proof our idea of visual path following based on a generic feature extractor and a regressor in a real world setting.
The network is trained end-to-end to give the yaw angle which controls the drone navigation based on the visual input of the current scene input only. We trained the regressor using Adam [27] optimizer with learning rate 1e-4 and batch size 64 for 100 epochs, the learning rate is divided by 2 every 25 epochs. The loss function is the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between the predicted yaw and the true yaw. The true yaw is calculated as the angle between the next waypoint and the drone's heading yaw that is the angle by which the drone is deviated from its next waypoint.
We used this loss to help the network correlate between the visual input, waypoints of the path, and the deviation angle between that visual input and the next waypoint. To train for the whole path we divided it into independent segments assuming that waypoints will not overlap and that each unique path will have a separate model that is trained to follow it.
Control
For simplicity, we used a fixed height during our experiments. In training and testing the drone moves by a fixed step size of value 0.2. In training, the direction of the step size is determined by the optimal shortest direction between the drone's current position and the position of the next waypoint. The optimal shortest direction is the vector joining the drone's position and the next waypoint assuming that the predetermined path does not have obstacles between any two successive waypoints. In testing, the direction is determined by the CNN and the regressor. In the experiments we restricted the drone's movement to be in the direction of its heading.
Path Augmentations
An important remark for the success of our approach is the use of path augmentations, as training for the optimal path only does not allow the model to explore other positions with different poses than those covered in the optimal path. Thus, if the model made a small drift it will result in a different visual scene from those that the model has been trained on. To mitigate this problem, we generated different augmented paths from the optimal path. Since we can calculate the optimal shortest direction to the next waypoint from the simulator, we add noise to both the position and the heading direction. The position is perturbed by adding a uniform random value between [-1, 1] meters to the optimal position, and the heading yaw is perturbed by adding a uniform random value between [-0.1, 0.1] radians. Figure 3 shows the top-down view of the augmented paths in the Blocks environment, blue dots represents the original path, the red dot marks the starting position of the drone, the yellow and green lines mark the field of view (FOV) of the drone, the FOV of the drone is 90°. The following images in figure 3 show the augmented paths, noting that the full path is much denser than those images as shown in the last image in the same figure, those images are sparse just for the visualization to be clear. 
Evaluation metrics
We have used two error metrics to compare the results of path following quantitatively. First, we loop on the desired path's waypoints and calculate the minimum distance that is approached by the drone to each waypoint and average over all the waypoints, we call this metric Mean Waypoints Minimum Distance. The second metric we used is the shortest distance between the drone's location and the next two closest waypoints, we call this metric Mean Cross Track Distance.
We also used a third metric to estimate the difficulty of the path in terms of change of angles, we loop on the desired path's waypoints and calculate the angle between each two successive waypoints, then accumulate the sum of the difference of these angles. We call this metric the Sum of Angle Change.
Dataset
To collect visual data we used Unreal Engine 4 integrated with AirSim plugin [1] that provided the API for the drone control and for data collection. We generated two paths in the Blocks environment and two paths in the Landscape Mountains environment. As mentioned in section 3, each path is augmented by adding noise to the optimal shortest direction to the next waypoint. For each unique path we generated 16 augmented paths from the optimal path and used images from those 16 augmented paths in training, noting that the model does have any information about the order of waypoints or the sequence of the input as each image is fed separately to the model and each image should be correlated with a yaw heading to keep the drone in the specified path.
Training for different paths is done separately, thus for each path there is a network that has learnt to follow that path by correlating the image with the yaw heading that is required for the next waypoint. We did not try joint training of different paths as each path is conditioned on its starting point, and different paths could possibly have conflicting decisions when faced with the same visual input. Table 1 shows the number of images per each path after augmentation with the 16 jittered paths, images are of the same size 512x288. Distance of the path is measured as the summation of the Euclidean distance between each two successive waypoints. 
Path ID
Experimental Results
Path Augmentations
We firstly tested our approach after training the network on one path only without augmentation. Figure 4 shows the top-down view of the desired path to be followed in the left image, and the path covered by the drone in the right image. As shown in the figure, the drone's path has drifted from the desired path after sometime because the network did not output the correct yaw during the turn. Once the drone had a small drift it will not be able to recover the true path as it had not seen these parts of the scene during training. As mentioned in section 3.3, this problem can be alleviated by using augmented jittered paths that are generated from the true optimal path during training.
To furtherly test the effect of the number of augmented paths, we generated another four augmented test paths that are used to quantify the angle MSE predicted by the network for each image in the four test paths. Figure 4 bottom image shows the test error when using (1, 4, 8, 16) augmented paths in training, as the number of augmented paths increases the test error decreases reaching a minimum value of (0.0122, 0.0121, 0.0116, 0.01009) radians squared respectively. As expected increasing the number of augmented paths reduces the test angle MSE. Though the absolute difference value between them is small, in a real path following test, angle errors would accumulate which would result in losing track of the desired path. Figure 4 shows the deployed network after being trained on (1, 4, 8, 16 ) augmented paths, (1, 4) has drifted and failed to recover the desired path. 8 augmented paths has made a small drift then recovered. After training on 16 paths, the network has followed the desired path as shown in the figure with minimal drift. 
Different Paths
Path 1 in Blocks environment is shown in figure 4 . We have generated different paths to be followed to test our approach in different scenarios. All of the next experiments have used 16 augmented paths. Figure 5 shows top-down view of path 2 to be followed in the Blocks environment, the network has succeeded to follow the path.
To test our approach on more realistic scenes, we generated two paths in the Landscape Mountains environment. Figure 6 shows top-down view of path 3 and path 4, the network has succeeded to follow both paths. Results show that Landscape Mountains environment has smaller error compared to the Blocks environment, this is possibly because Landscape Mountains contain richer visual features that could be used for navigation and also the pretrained VGG-16 model was trained on images that contain natural images which is more similar to Landscape Mountains than to the Blocks environment.
Quantitative Evaluation
The results are consistent with the Sum of Angles Change metric that is mentioned in section 3.4. Path 1 has larger distance error than path 2 possibly due to having larger Sum of Angles change, and path 4 also has larger distance error than path 3 due to having larger Sum of Angles change. This is attributed to paths having larger angle changes would typically have larger drifts and distance errors.
Conclusions
In this work we presented using visual input for path following in GPS denied environments. We have shown that a CNN can successfully predict the steering angle required to move the drone to the next waypoint in its path, and hence follow the whole path. An average of 2.88 meters cross track distance has been achieved across four paths. In future work, we intend to implement our work on a real drone to solidify the success of our approach in a real-world setting. We are also working to incorporate the time information to help the model with overlapping paths as well as using a sequence of input frames instead of using the current drone's image only. Future work can also include integrating the proposed end-to-end navigation system in UAV middleware [28] as a standalone component and/or within a general framework for target detection and tracking [29] [30] that builds on our prior work in these areas.
